**2017 National Specialty Results**

**Wednesday, July 12**

**Puppy/Veteran/Gun Dog Sweepstakes**

*Held at the Debonne Winery, Madison, OH*

**Puppy Sweepstakes**
Judge: Mrs. Vonnie Peterson

Best of Breed:
90 Coventry Wild Goose Chase DN CGC CA. SR 91884102. 02-02-16. Breeder: Marc & Penny Sleeth & Patricia Stearns. By GCH Softmaple’s Stand And Be Liver At Flyway RN JH NAP NFP CA - GCH Cottage Toll Stonehenge At Coventry JH. Owner: Bonnie & Gary Unangst.

Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed:

**6 & Under 9 Months Dogs.**

**9 & Under 12 Months Dogs.**
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12 & Under 15 Months Dogs.

6 & Under 9 Months Bitches.

9 & Under 12 Months Bitches.

12 & Under 15 Months Bitches.

15 & Under 18 Months Bitches.
1st) 90 Coventry Wild Goose Chase DN CGC CA. SR 91884102. 02-02-16. Breeder: Marc & Penny Sleeth & Patricia Stearns. By GCH Softmaple’s Stand And Be Liver At Flyway RN JH NAP NFP CA - GCH Cottage Toll Stonehenge At Coventry JH. Owner: Bonnie & Gary Unangst.
2nd) 22 Coventry She Wears Rose-Colored Glasses. SR 91884101. 02-02-16. Breeder: Marc & Penny Sleeth & Pat Stearns. By GCH Softmaple’s Stand And Be Liver At Flyway RN JH NAP NFP CA - GCH Cottage Toll Stonehenge At Coventry JH WC UWC. Owner: Marc C & Penny A W Sleeth.
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VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
Judge: Mrs. Vonnie Peterson

Best of Breed

Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed

7 Years & Under 9 Years Dogs.

9 Years & Under 11 Years Dogs.
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11 Years & Over Dogs.

9 Years & Under 11 Years Bitches.

11 Years & Over Bitches.
1st) 82 GCH Choccashaws Dawn Comes Quickly RN CA BN. SR 35831004. 06-19-06. Breeder: Susan Shaw. By Ch Jangio’s Lightning Bug CD RAE - Ch ChoccaShaw’s Christmas Wish. Owner: Susan Davis

GUN DOG SWEEPSTAKES
Judge: Mrs. Vonnie Peterson

Best of Breed:

Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed:
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Junior Hunter Dogs.

Senior Hunter Dogs.

Master Hunter Dogs.

WC/WCX/WCQ & Upland Titled Dogs.
1st) 65 Ch Riverwatch Can’t Stop The Rain. SR 83987910. 08-08-14. Breeder: Alex & Sarah Shull & Gary & Mary Meek. By Ch Riverwatch The Illusionist - Ch Riverwatch Stamp Of Approval SH JHU. Owner: Mary & Gary Meek.

Junior Hunter Bitches.
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Senior Hunter Bitches.

Master Hunter Bitches.

WC/WCX/WCQ & Upland Titled Bitches.